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THE VISION OF THE EAST NFT

The proliferation and value of NFTs (Non-Fungible-Tokens) allow the global community to transform the failing monetary 

system into tradable digital assets. Holding Digital Assets is likened to having silver and gold in times of financial 

instability. For example, EAST (Efficient Asset Store & Trade) created 10,000 unique redeemable NFTs functioning as a 

utility to transition into the Metaverse.

The EAST 2.21 closed marketplace is revolutionary and uniquely different from most digital tokens. It is paired with 

Eurufly equity shares. This enables owners of these tokens not just to hedge the risk of having these tokens. They will 

increase in value based on the other unique feature that sets the EAST apart from all the other Digital assets, namely the 

principle of "churning" that increases the value of the assets when transacting takes place. At EAST, we believe that 

"money" is supposed to work for you!       

The purpose of NFTs is to gain valuable digital assets and make use of the digital marketplace to trade. At EAST, we do 

not recommend you buy and sell like the other markets to make profits. Instead, we advocate you embrace the 

understanding that everybody can be a winner, unlike the traditional trading of stocks, currencies, and digital assets 

where there always has to be a buyer and a seller, and one ends up being a loser. When you choose to digitize your 

assets with EAST NFT, you not only hedge the value against inflation but also start the mechanism that automatically 

increases the value of the investment; whether it is a tradable asset or a non-tradable asset, the value can only increase 

over time.

The EAST NFT instrument is your opportunity to list your assets on the closed economy platform, and the value of your 

assets will be tokenized towards the correlating token value that you deem appropriate. The Free-market platform will 

soon take its course, and people will learn the mechanics of digital transacting on the EAST marketplace and access 

unique projects like the Eastman's Traveler Collection that are built on smart polygon contracts that offer fully 

transferable tokens.  

The EAST community will become the benchmark marketplace. With a myriad of choices that will continue to grow as 

people will amass towards the ever-increasing EAST value that will compound with every transaction. Selling and 

buying tangible and nontangible assets and share swops will all occur on the EAST MARKETPLACE. 

 

WHY POLYGON 

EAST uses the Polygon Network as the platform of choice for the following credible reasons. First, it offers all the 

scalability on the blockchain, speed of transacting (2.1 second processing time), superlative security, flexibility, 

sovereignty, interoperability, and structural benefits of the Ethereum blockchain whilst still being very cost-effective.

@eastcoin2
https://www.eastmarketplace.io



THE TOKENOMICS OF EAST NFT

You can become a shareholder in Eurufly Corporation by owning any unique Eastman's Traveler NFT. 5% ($500,000) of 
the share capital is allocated and tokenized into Eastman's Traveler collections. You will own this digital art backed by 
shares value with the opportunity to hold it as a store of monetary value and trade for higher profit. 

       · NFT Collection – Eastman's Traveler 

· NFT Type - Redeemable/Utility 

· Issurance Type - ERC-721 Polygon 

· NFT Price - $100 or 298 MATIC 

· Total Supply - 10,000 Minted

· Asset Backed Type – 5% Eurufly Equity 

· Asset Valuation – $50,000.000 

· Share Value – 50shares - 1 minted EAST NFT

 

The EAST Ecosystem is also called the marketplace is fully scalable. The EAST NFT will be a focused utility and movable 
asset for the ATTH (Aviation, Transportation, and Travel & Hospitality) markets. Still, it will soon evolve to incorporate the 
entire value chain of digital assets that can transact in the ecosystem. For example, the EAST community will have 
exclusive access via the Eastman's Traveler Club to the Eurufly luxury & leisure ecosystem and East Metaverse project. 
In addition, owners of the EAST NFT will purchase Land, Residential Apartments and rent ad space in the EAST 
Metaverse.

Most people have been waiting for this opportunity to access the reality that money has moved from paper to digital. With 
the East NFT, you have the chance to profit on the platform by owning digital assets backed by tangible assets and 
trading on the NFT Marketplaces. The EAST NFT holders can sell; connect NFT to their business, stake, and swap with 
other ALTcoins, such as EastCoin.
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EAST NFT PRODUCT

The EAST NFT allows users to buy collections from the NFTs marketplace, such as Opensea, Raible, and the East 
marketplace official website.

To access NFTs on the marketplace, users must connect to the Metamask wallet. Users can sell or buy new NFTs and 
use those for integration into their business, and they can leverage the East affiliate program to access passive income.

ROADMAP

The EAST TIME is NOW! The ever-evolving marketplace will increase, directly benefiting the more significant 
community. As the community grows via affiliate invitation and the feeding frenzy of those who benefit from the 
ecosystem, the community will likely be the driver for the ROADMAP ahead.  
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*ETH = $1,055 (Note price are subject to change) 
*Ground floor price is s the lowest price at which an NFT can be bought for a particular project

Don't miss the first move advantage of Eastman's NFT, a unique 10,000 collections of Redeemable NFTs tokenized into 

Eurufly equity. 5% of the share value, evaluated at $5,000.000.00. This data will influence the Market cap of the 

Eastman's traveler NFT. 

Become an owner of any of the Eastman's traveler collections and access to exclusive Eurufly's luxury and leisure 

travel club, events, Metaverse project, and a digital marketplace where assets thrive in a closed economy



Disclaimer

This is a living document, and the information is up to date at the time of publishing. Please note that the information 

herein does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other advice, and you should not 

treat any of the content as such.

This paper is produced for educational and informational purposes and is not intended to be used as a financial 

promotion. No information, data, or analysis presented are intended to form the basis of any investment decision. This 

paper should construe nothing as an offer or inducement to engage in any investment activity. This paper is not a 

prospectus, invitation, inducement, or proposal for investment, nor is it meant to be a sale or issuance of securities, 

interests, or assets. The information in this document is provided in good faith. EAST NFTs expressly disclaims all 

responsibility, and Recipients expressly waive all claim for any direct or indirect loss or damages of any kind (whether 

foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from (i) reliance on any information contained in this document or any 

information made available in connection with any further inquiries,

(ii) any error or inaccuracy in this document, (iii) any action is resulting from there, or (iv) usage or acquisition of products. 

This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any default, lack of care, or negligence. EAST NFT reserves the right to amend, 

alter, or correct this document at any time without warning or incurring any duty or liability to any receiver. This contract 

does not attach EAST NFT, nor does it express any rights, obligations, conditions, performance, covenants, promises, or 

warranties on behalf of EAST NFTs to the recipient, nor does it establish any relationship between EAST NFTs and any 

Recipient or other party.

The EAST NFTs suggest you conduct due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making investment 

decisions. In addition, by purchasing any EAST NFT product, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or 

investment. Finally, you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
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